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PRODUCT DATA SHEET
# 543-00 AquaVar Clear Satin and Sanding sealer
DESCRIPTION: #543 AquaVar Clear Satin and Sanding Sealer seals and finishes
interior wood surfaces and many other substrates that require a clear
coating. It gives a superior clear, tough film with optimal chemical
resistance for cabinets, paneling, furniture, staircase railing and any
interior surfaces such as wood, masonite, canvas and plaster to protect
painted finishes.
#543 AquaVar Clear Satin and Sanding Sealer does faster dry for sanding
than #544 AquaVar Clear Satin does.
This coating is not intended to use on floors.
Direction for use – Stir well before using, do not shake. This product is ready to brush
or spray without reduction. Thinning is not usually necessary. If thinning is
needed, use water.
Faux Finishing – AquaVar is an excellent decorative top coat over acrylic paint and wall
paper. This product may also be as a water based glazing medium.
SURFACE PREPARATION: New Wood – Clean and sand with fine sandpaper(220 grit).
Wipe out surface to remove all sanding dust. If a stain is needed, make
sure all stain has penetrated into wood and excess stain is thoroughly
wiped off the surface. Allow the stain to dry according to stain instructions
before applying AquaVar.
Refinish – Clean and sand with fine sandpaper(220 grit). Wipe off surface
to remove all sanding dust. Test AquaVar in small area. If the finish is not
uniform flow, or is wrinkled, strip to bare wood and treat as new wood. Do
not apply over any lacquer sealers contain zinc stearate to avoid
adhesion problems.
APPLICATION: Test in an inconspicuous area to ensure desired results. Apply with a good
clean nylon brush, short nap roller or spray.
DENSITY:

8.46 lb/gal

NON-VOLATILE(Vol %): 27.6
NON-VOLATILE(Wt %): 30.5
DRYING TIME: It may be recoated in about 1 hour under normal atmosphere and
application conditions. Overnight dry is recommended before use. Drying
time also depends on surface temperature and relative humidity.
THINNING:

Thin with water if needed. Over-thinning results sagging and less film
thickness.
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COVERAGE:

250-350 sq. ft. per gallon. Actual coverage may vary depending surface
conditions and application technique.

CLEAN UP:

Warm, soapy water.

V.O.C.:

Less than 250 grams per liter.

CAUTION :

Do not take internally. Avoid contact with eyes, prolonged contact with skin
or breathing of spray mists. Use with adequate ventilation. Clean hand
and contaminated skins after use.

WARNING:

Do not apply if surface, container or air temperature is below 50
degree F. Keep out of reach of children. Keep from freezing.

